
The Fi'h Force of Nature

It profoundly affects our businesses every 
single day, yet we barely know it exists.



The UK's Science and Technology Facilities Council (“STFC”) 
said the result "provides strong evidence for the existence 
of an undiscovered sub-atomic particle or new force".

A fifth fundamental force might help explain some of the 
big puzzles about the Universe that have exercised 
scientists in recent decades.

For example, the observation that the expansion of the 
Universe was speeding up was attributed to a mysterious 
phenomenon known as dark energy. But some researchers 
have previously suggested it could be evidence of a fifth 
force.

When organizaLons think of revenue generaLon and sales 
pipelines, they oMen look at things from a perspecLve of “four 
forces”:

From sLcking a magnet on a fridge door to throwing a ball 
into a basketball hoop, the forces of physics are at play in 
every moment of our lives.

All of the forces we experience every day can be reduced 
to just four categories: gravity, electromagneLsm, the 
strong force and the weak force.

Now, physicists say they have found possible signs of a fiMh 
fundamental force of nature.

The findings come from research carried out at a 
laboratory near Chicago.

Fi#h Force of Nature
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For example, gravity makes objects fall to the ground, and 
heavy objects behave as if they are glued to the floor.

Is there a Fifth Force in Sales Pipelines?

The four fundamental forces govern how all the objects 
and particles in the Universe interact with each other.

Aligning with the Buyer’s Journey
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Buyer’s Journey
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Something happens
Acknowledge pain

Define needs
Receive proposals
Select Supplier

Engage with supplier
Receive value
Buy again

Seller’s Journey

Find new prospects
Position in category
Identify problem

Qualify & prioritise
Establish credentials
Define needs
Propose solution
Defeat competition

Obtain contract
Deliver
Grow
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4 Pipeline Factors

Pipeline Conversion 
• How many prospects entering the top of pipeline 

progress to orders?
Pipeline velocity
• How long does it take for prospects to progress through 

the pipeline?
Size of deal
• What is the proven average size of a deal?
Number of deals
• How many deals are required for revenue targets to be 

met?



The Hidden Element

There is a “hidden” element that can make a drama2c 
difference, and which today frequently falls into a black hole in 
the lead genera2on and progression process - Recycling.

When a prospect falls out of the sales pipeline, it is almost 
invariably neglected and ignored. 

The reality of the maBer is though that many fall out not
because they are unwilling to listen or do business with you, 
but because they are not willing to listen or do business with 
you just now.  For one reason or another, the 2ming is just not 
right.

Revenue Genera3on 2021
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About RevenueTEK

RevenueTEK has been using Telemetry RT3 and Marginal 
Gain Theory to help organisations around the world find 
and aggregate those small percentage revenue conversion 
gains into substantial sales and profit gains since 2005. 

Learn more at www.revenuetek.com.

Telemetry RT3 allows businesses to use predic2ve analy2cs to 
model the impact of recycling on the outcome of the revenue 
pipeline, and then to track that recycling over 2me.

When a prospect falls out of the sales 
pipeline, it is neglected and ignored. 

Revenue Generation – The situation 2021
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The sad reality, is that despite all of the efforts to improve 
revenue over decades, pipeline conversion as a business 
process remains painfully inadequate. 

In fact, from the last RevenueTEK Revenue Performance Index 
the consensus of global business leaders’ places this at a 
mere 1.92%.

Revenue Generation – The situation 2021

Global sales pipeline
conversion has declined

by 48% since 2005

Sales Pipeline Conversion
2006 - 2018
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1.9% 

1.92%
B2B and B2G Pipeline Conversion

In 2021

48%
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Good News

Business leaders who have u2lised the power of Telemetry 
RT3 to iden2fy those leads that are open to con2nued 
engagement and are recycled in the revenue pipeline have 
seen a drama2c improvement in pipeline conversion and 
resul2ng increase in revenues.

The average organic annual revenue growth realised by clients 
has been 23%.

Wouldn’t you like to see the impact of the Fi[h Force of Sales 
Pipelines on your business?

“Pipeline conversion as a business 
process remains painfully inadequate.” 

http://www.revenuetek.com/

